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WHAT ’S HOT 2020

Whether you’re planning
a trip just a short hop
away or something more
far-flung, we’ve rounded
up the best of the latest
hotel openings.
From shining a light on
newly re-styled African
camps to the most
sensational Maldives
resorts, we’ve got our
finger on the pulse of
What’s Hot for 2020 and we
want to tell you all about it.
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From destinations we love returning
to, to new and intriguing places to
stay, these hot hotels are just a short
flight away. For relaxed getaways
that add on the cachet of being first
through the door, book in to one of
our brand-new recommendations.

1

ZORNITZA FAMILY ESTATE,
MELNIK, BULGARIA
Seen and done Europe?
Think again with a new hotel located in
a flourishing wine region of south-west
Bulgaria. What’s even more surprising
is Zornitza is just one and a half hours
from Thessaloniki in northern Greece
so it’s easy to combine a stay here with
a sun-soaked beach break in Halkidiki.
Heralded as ‘Tuscany without the crowds’,
Zornitza occupies a pretty part of Bulgaria,
known for its early Christian monasteries,
lost-in-time villages and snow-capped mountains.
Savour picnics around Zornitza’s estate, relax in
the spa, climb the jagged ‘sand pyramids’ and
enjoy Bulgaria’s burgeoning wine scene:
Zornitza itself has its own vineyard and one
of the best cellars in the country. Spend your
free time in rustic-luxe suites and villas,
furnished in natural wood and stone with
oversized tubs perfectly placed to make
more of those breathtaking views.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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IKOS ANDALUSIA ,
MARBELLA , SPAIN

INIALA MALTA , VALLET TA , MALTA
OVERLOOKING THE ICONIC GRAND HARBOUR, INIALA
MALTA IS OFFERING A BRAND-NEW WAY TO EXPERIENCE
THIS HISTORIC ISLAND. FOUR MALTESE TOWNHOUSES
HAVE BEEN BEAUTIFULLY RENOVATED TAKING GREAT
CARE TO RESPECT ORIGINAL BAROQUE FEATURES
WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO
INTERIORS WITH INNOVATIVE DESIGN CONCEPTS.

WE’RE EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THAT
IKOS IS BRINGING ITS BRAND OF ALLINCLUSIVE LUXURY TO THE SHORES OF
SPAIN - ITS FIRST OPENING OUTSIDE OF
GREECE. IKOS ANDALUSIA PRESIDES
OVER A GORGEOUS SWATHE OF COSTA
DEL SOL BEACH, WITH THE PLEASURES
OF MARBELLA AND ITS FLOWER-DRAPED
OLD TOWN LESS THAN 30 MINUTES AWAY.

The result is impactful. Suites and rooms showcase
Maltese stone, original balconies and vaulted ceilings
paired with custom-made wallpaper, plunge pools and
minimalist décor. The rooftop restaurant is the perfect
spot for dinner, with sweeping views over the twinkling
harbour and quaint cobbled streets. They can also arrange
exclusive access to some of Malta’s finest sights including
closed-door visits to galleries for a one-on-one with
a Caravaggio, or a private-hire sunset Riva boat trip
to the nearby island, Gozo.
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OMMA , SANTORINI, GREECE
SEDUCTIVE SANTORINI AND ITS GASP-INDUCING
CALDERA VIEWS HAVE BEEN WOWING TOURISTS
FOR TIME IMMEMORIAL. WITH NEW OPENING
OMMA, YOU CAN ENJOY SENSATIONAL SUNSET-FLAMED
VISTAS AWAY FROM THE CROWDS AS THE HOTEL SITS
IN BETWEEN IMEROVIGLI AND OIA, WITH ITS OWN
UNOBSTRUCTED PANORAMA.

The seascape is intoxicating, and you’ll find yourself gazing
at it from morning until night: take a suite to appreciate
sunrise, sunsets and a diamond-speckled night sky. The
interiors are steadfastly monochromatic - nothing can
take away from the caldera colours - but there’s a deeply
luxurious simplicity about your surroundings. Nearby, there’s
a winery where you can learn how ancient vines benefit
from the volcanic soil, producing the island’s distinct wines.
Come back to Omma for a Mediterranean-Greek inspired
dinner accompanied by caldera views.
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Ikos aficionados are well accustomed
to its generous take on all-inclusive
and here in Andalusia it’s no different.
Families love the mini-bars stocked with
pre-arranged favourites, the convenient
beach childcare and even the use of
a Mini to explore the coast. Keeping kids
happy is easy when there are super-smiley
and helpful staff, and absolutely no reason
for everyone not to have another ice
cream! And no surprise bill means Ikos
Andalusia could be your most relaxing
summer holiday yet.
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LEFAY RE SORT AND SPA
DOLOMITI, DOLOMITE S , ITALY
SKIING AND SPA PAMPERING GO
HAND-IN-HAND, SO NEW HOTEL LEFAY
RESORT AND SPA DOLOMITI IS CAUSE FOR
EXCITEMENT. NESTLED IN THE BEAUTIFUL
UNESCO-PROTECTED DOLOMITES,
THE HOTEL HAS GORGEOUS SNOW
AND MOUNTAIN VISTAS.

Inside is a new take on Alpine chic using Italian
wood, stone and glass to create a modern yet
supremely comfortable space. The vast suites
and residences are the epitome of sumptuous
luxury and spacious enough for families.
Head out onto 150km of ski runs or enjoy the
four snowboard parks; and in summer hike forest
trails to shimmering lakes. Return to rejuvenate
at the spa. This temple to wellness comes with
a salt-water lake, indoor and outdoor pool, salt
grotto, mineral-rich whirlpool and four saunas.
Come out feeling zen-like and utterly uplifted.
Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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WHAT ’S H OT 2 02 0

F A R - F L U N G
T R E AT S
We’ve waded through a plethora of new openings to bring
you a round-up of the hottest hotels that are making a splash
in far-flung lands from Australasia to Costa Rica and the
Amazon. Read on for your need-to-know 2020 guide.

CI T Y HOTEL :
ROSEWOOD YANGON
| MYANMAR

The hotel is elegant and light-filled,
with views over the Yangon River from
the panoramic rooftop bar – the only
YANGON, THE GATEWAY TO EXPLORATIONS ultra-luxe rooftop bar in the city.
IN MYANMAR HAS A SMART NEW ADDITION Rooms and suites are lavish and
TO ITS HOTEL SCENE. THE ROSEWOOD
comfortable with balconies and the
YANGON, LOCATED IN THE CITY’S
hotel also has a spa and five restaurants.
HISTORIC HEART, OCCUPIES A FORMER
You’re perfectly placed to explore
HERITAGE BUILDING AND FUSES CLASSIC
Shwedagon Pagoda, a shimmering gilded
ARCHITECTURE WITH CONTEMPORARY
stupa, or take a day trip visit to the
BURMESE FLOURISHES.
Golden Rock, a precariously placed,
gold-enrobed boulder. When you’re ready
to move on, Myanmar adventures await.
Explore the mystical temples of Bagan
and meet colourful ethnic tribes that live
around serene Lake Inle.

EXP ED ITION YACH T:
AQUA BLU | INDONE SIA

SENSATIONAL 60-METRE AQUA
BLU IS AN EXPEDITION YACHT THAT
EXPLORES EASTERN INDONESIA ON
THREE EXOTIC NEW ITINERARIES,
INCLUDING ONE TO RAJA AMPAT.

Couples longing to discover this
untouched marine wilderness can
now do so as Aqua Blu is the first
vessel that allows you to book a cabin
instead of chartering the whole yacht.
And with cabins resembling luxury hotel
bedrooms, spacious decks, a spa and a
Jacuzzi - there’s little reason to hesitate.
So where will you boldly go?
You could sail from Bali to meet the
fierce creatures of Komodo National Park
or discover the old forts and ancient
customs of the Spice Islands.
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Raja Ampat will dazzle as you sail around
forested islands set against the most
iridescent blue water. Under the surface is
even more mesmerising; spot giant manta
rays, reef sharks, dolphins and minke whale.

“Aqua Blu is the first
vessel in Raja Ampat that
allows you to book a cabin
instead of chartering the
whole yacht.”

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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MOUNT MULLIGAN LODGE | AUSTRALIA
TO GET TO GRIPS WITH THE VAST WILDERNESS OF THE FAR
NORTH OF QUEENSLAND, TRAVEL BY HELICOPTER FROM
CAIRNS. AS YOU FLY LOW OVER THE OUTBACK, YOU’LL SEE A
RUST-RED ESCARPMENT EMERGE FROM EUCALYPTUS FORESTS
AND GLINTING ROOFTOPS HINT AT THE HABITATION BELOW.

W I L D E R N E S S
R E T R E AT

Welcome to Mount Mulligan Lodge, just eight luxurious rooms
and 28,000 hectares of bush to play in. Although the lodge, part
of a working cattle station, is new, the surroundings are ancient,
and you can explore it by all-terrain buggy. Discover caves once
inhabited by the local Djungan people, learn about the gold
rush in an abandoned ghost town and explore Mount Mulligan
itself – ten times the size of Uluru. The weir that runs alongside
the lodge is also perfect for adventure: kayaking, fishing for
barramundi or paddle boarding.

KASIIYA PAPAGAYO
| COSTA RICA
SET ON A JUNGLE-CLAD PENINSULA ON THE
WEST COAST OF COSTA RICA, WILDERNESS
RESORT KASIIYA IS CAMOUFLAGED WITHIN
123 ACRES OF TROPICAL FOREST.

Wake up in your wooden-decked tented
suite to the scamper of monkeys, the call
of birds and the swish of waves. In just a
few steps you can be overlooking the surfcrested Pacific Ocean from your terrace.
Take an al fresco bath before padding
through jungle tracks to a breakfast of fresh
tropical fruit and just-picked avocado on
toast. Ponder the day’s activities - perhaps
a trip to one of the resort’s three beaches,
one of which is accessible only by boat.
For something more active, you can surf
nearby breaks, take a yoga class in the
jungle or paddle board around turtles.

Experience the wilderness
of the outback in absolute luxury
LUXU RY
LO D G E S
THE LINDIS | NEW ZEALAND
SET LIKE A SLEEPY HALF-CLOSED EYE HIDDEN IN THE
AHURIRI VALLEY OF NEW ZEALAND’S SOUTH ISLAND,
THIS SLEEK GET-AWAY-FROM-IT-ALL RETREAT HAS BEEN
MAKING WAVES SINCE ITS OPENING IN 2018. EVEN MORE
EXCITING IS THIS YEAR’S ADDITION OF LINDIS PODS.

Wonders of minimalism, these steel, glass and timber structures
offer isolation within isolation to fully immerse yourself in the starkly
beautiful landscape. Utterly private with mirrored exteriors that
reflect the scenery, the standalone pods offer epic views onto the
weather systems that roll into the valley. A thoughtfully positioned
bathtub sits on the wooden deck - equally good
to watch the sunrise pierce snow-swirled pinnacles as
it is for stargazing, especially as The Lindis is in a dark
sky conservation area.
By day you can stay near or go far, canter across the
valley on horseback or fly-fish for rainbow trout just
metres from your room.
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Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

R I V E R
C R U I S E
AQUA NERA | PERUVIAN AMAZON
MAKE 2020 THE YEAR YOU EXPLORE THE AMAZON
RIVER – ABOARD THE BRAND-NEW, STATE-OF-THE-ART
RIVER SHIP AQUA NERA. WITH 20 SPACIOUS RIVERFACING SUITES THAT HAVE PANORAMIC WINDOWS
AND DAYBEDS, THIS COULD BE THE MOST RELAXING
AND SUMPTUOUS WAY TO ENJOY THE WORLD’S
LARGEST RIVER.

Arrive in Iquitos, Peru, to start your cruise and be
acquainted with your vessel. On board there are
indoor and outdoor bars and dining areas, a cinema,
gym, spa and outdoor deck plunge pool. And with
a staff to guest ratio of 1:1, you’ll be very well looked
after. Each day, expert guides will take you on
excursions around the river and into the rainforest.
Spot sloths in the trees, fish for piranha and meet
the native residents of Amazonia. Come back aboard
for fine food created from Amazonian produce.
Be immersed in the world of the Amazon River.
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M A L D I V E S

The enduring appeal of the Maldives shows no sign of abating.
The last few years have seen some sensational openings and
refurbishments, so we’ve put together a gallery of sigh-inducing
scenes from three of our favourites. And what a sheer showcase of
paradise they are. If we could rate them six stars, we would.

T H E N AU T I LUS
Known as ‘the place beyond time’,
The Nautilus offers complete
flexibility and freedom, giving the
island a bohemian feel, where you
can dance to your own beat.
Add secluded ocean hideaways,
whiter-than-white sands and a
‘house butler’, and you’ll find
The Nautilus to be the most
perfect and private paradise.

J OALI
Open since the end of 2018,
we’ve seen how Joali has firmly
settled into its gorgeous Maldivian
seascapes by focusing on
high-quality comfort, smart
interiors and top-notch service.
Art lovers will enjoy the art trail around
the island’s verdant interior, and if
inspired, you can create your own
tropical Gauguin in the studio.

CO M O CO COA
I S L A ND
For an authentic dose of the
Maldives, you can’t go wrong with
Como Cocoa Island.
And with this year’s massive
refurbishment, the resort is understated
elegance personified. Relax in your
dhoni-shaped over-water villa, soothe
body and mind in the soul-enhancing
Como Shambhala spa or simply gaze at
the paradisiacal panorama.
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Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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SPOTLIGHT ON:

AFRICA
Re-Styled

2.

O L D F AV O U R I T E S

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE
OKAVANGO DELTA IN BOTSWANA,
JAO CAMP’S ENCIRCLING WATER-SCAPES
ARE WELL-KNOWN FOR THEIR BEAUTY
AND PROLIFIC WILDLIFE AMONG THE
ISLANDS, RIVERINE FORESTS AND EPIC
FLOODPLAINS. AND WITH JAO
SPRUCING ITS ACCOMMODATION
TO NEW SOPHISTICATED LEVELS,
NOW IS A GREAT TIME TO VISIT.

These four camps are some
of our absolute favourites in Africa.

Those who know old-timer Jao will find the camp
to be rejuvenated. A botanical theme carries
throughout the lodge up into the tree canopy
where five stilted pool suites can be found.

Why? Because they all share the holy grail
sought by safari-junkies: top-notch locations,
all-knowing guides and access to the best
wildlife experiences in all of Africa. They’re also
not scared to reinvent - and we’re pleased to let
you know that these iconic camps have all been
recently reimagined to a very high standard,
with some fabulous new enhancements.

1.

SERRA CAFEMA

FOUND IN THE FAR NORTH OF
SPARSELY POPULATED NAMIBIA,
SERRA CAFEMA IS ONE OF THE
MOST REMOTE SAFARI LODGES
IN SOUTHERN AFRICA. WITH A
RECENT UPGRADE, THE LODGE IS
SET AMONG VERDANT TREES ON
THE BANKS OF THE KUNENE RIVER,
OVERLOOKING THE MAJESTY
OF HARTMANN’S VALLEY AND
ONWARDS TO ANGOLA.
Here you’ll experience the awe-inspiring
stillness and majesty of the vast Namibian
landscape. Climb the Namib dunes
at dawn to give you an unforgettable
overview of the barren landscapes
and windswept deserts; quad bike over
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JAO CAMP
OKAVANGO DELTA
BOTSWANA

Families will love the brand-new two-bedroom
villas, which come with their own private-use
vehicle, guide, chef and butler. Tucked below
the palm tress is a new bijou spa with a glorious
pool and soothing views that stretch over
the floodplains.

KUNENE RIVER

undulating dunes for an exhilarating
alternative perspective, or cruise along
the Kunene River where you drift past
pretty riverbanks where crocodiles
laze and desert-adapted animals
come to drink. Here, you can also have
an authentic and humbling cultural
encounter with the semi-nomadic Himba
people, daubed in ochre, as you learn how
they live in symbiosis with the land.

NAMIBIA

explore a startlingly secluded corner
of Namibia, this is the place to escape
the world and immerse yourself
in a landscape like no other.

Also new is an amazing ‘centre of knowledge’
museum featuring a two-storey-high giraffe
skeleton, intricate maps and reems of Okavango
history, which all set the scene for adventures
in the Delta. Head out in a mokoro, boat or by
classic game drive safari to spot prides of lion
and herds of elephant.
Around the water expect to see hippo, otters,
owls and the lesser jacana. And with sky-high
eco standards, Jao camp is a safari experience
that never stops giving.

Back at the lodge, you’ll be astounded
by the level of luxury, so far from home
yet beautifully crafted with every detail in
mind. The eight chalets are set on raised
decks and made from wood, canvas and
thatch to create a camp that’s totally at
one with nature. The perfect base to

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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3.

PUKU RIDGE

IN A REMOTE PART OF SOUTH
LUANGWA SITS PUKU RIDGE, SET
HIGH UP ON A ROCKY RIDGE
OVERLOOKING THE KAKUMBI
FLOODPLAIN. IT’S ONE OF OUR
STEADFAST FAVOURITES FOR,
AMONG MANY THINGS, ITS UNIQUE
AND STUNNING VISTA OVER THE
WILDLIFE-RICH PLAINS OF THE
LUANGWA VALLEY. SIMPLY THE
BEST VIEWS IN ZAMBIA.

SOUTH LUANGWA

Totally redesigned, Puku Ridge is now
in the hands of the Cummings family,
pioneers and stewards of South Luangwa
and its prolific wildlife. It was in this very
park that walking safaris started some 60
years ago, a clear eco-conscious alternative
to motorised game drives, eventually
awarding it the distinction of the world’s
first ‘sustainable national park’. These
credentials are taken through to the new
lodge, which is carbon neutral, although no
luxury detail has been overlooked.

ZAMBIA

Uniquely designed, the eight tented
suites each has a pool and viewing
deck, plus a truly special rooftop fourposter star bed for stargazing. Guiding
is superb and lions, leopards and
elephants are often seen in the area
around the camp, as are buffalo,
giraffe, zebra and of course puku.

4.

JACK’S CAMP

DEEP IN THE MAKGADIKGADI
SALT PANS OF BOTSWANA LIES
AN EXTRAORDINARY SAFARI
CAMP MUCH-LOVED BECAUSE
OF ITS DISTINCT STYLE. STEP BACK
IN TIME TO THE 1940S, WHERE
DECADENCE AND QUIRKINESS
GO HAND-IN-HAND. FOR TRUE
SAFARI-LOVERS, THIS CAMP
IS A MUST.
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Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

MAKGADIKGADI PANS

This year has seen a refurbishment of
the iconic camp, but we’re pleased to say
that its sumptuous ambience remains
unchanged. Lift back the flap of your
now-extended Bedouin tent and
be welcomed by old-world charm.
Deep reds are accompanied by antique
furniture and intricate textiles, and your
veranda now comes with a private plunge
pool. The acclaimed Persian Tea Tent
remains, the swimming pool pavilion
is larger with an added sun deck, and
there is a new dedicated spa tent.

BOTSWANA

The enduring appeal of Jack’s Camp is
the surprising levels of comfort despite
the unforgiving one-million-acre reserve.
Adventures await on quad bikes,
breakfast with meerkats, bushman walks
with the San Khosi and explorations on
desert game drives. Wildlife can be seen
year-round: visit in the wet season to
be treated to a glimpse of the 500,000
strong zebra and wildebeest migration
and expect sightings of brown hyena,
plus oryx and Kalahari lions.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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I N S I D E R

J O U R N E Y :

SARAH’S
SOUTHERN
R OA D T R I P

Think of America’s Deep
South and it conjures
images of country music,
plantation houses and fried
chicken, but the reality
is so much more. Sarah
Woodthorpe peels back the
layers to discover history,
architecture, creative arts,
award-winning cuisine and
all-pervading music. With
the added benefit of direct
flight access from London
via a seasonal flight to
Charleston, this diverse area
of America is ripe for a visit.

Charleston cuisine is influenced by its
coastal location and the sway of soul food,
with meals as rich in history as they are in
flavour. The city may have evolved into a
sophisticated destination in recent years,
but classic dishes like shrimp and grits as
well as crab soup remain staples of the
local gourmet scene. Cru Café, located
in an inconspicuous two-storey historic
home with a peeling painted porch, is one
of the best examples - a reservation for
lunch is a must.

Nightlife and
New Orleans
I left the Low Country sedate pace
behind for a connecting flight to
New Orleans. World-renowned for
its music, Creole cuisine, distinctive
dialect, and its annual festivals,
most notably Mardi Gras, the city is
unmatched in the US due to its unique
cross-cultural and multilingual heritage.
The historic heart of the city is the
French Quarter, known for its French
and Spanish Creole architecture and
vibrant nightlife. Moving away from
the tourist hot spot, neon lights,
balconies and bars of Bourbon Street,
the French Quarter is steeped in history.
The distinct design, traditional shotgunstyle houses, eccentric characters and
museums showcase the true culture
and colour of the city.
No visit to New Orleans is complete
without experiencing the nightlife.

L ow C o u n t r y L u x u r y
Leaving the pastel colours of Charleston
behind, I headed south passing the Low
Country beaches and barrier islands of
South Carolina’s Atlantic coastline. The
area is a popular playground for travellers
from all over the United States but it’s
easy to find secluded beaches with
amazing views.

C u lt u r a l C h a r l e s t o n
Historic downtown Charleston is an
18th century walled city located on a
small peninsula featuring a range of
architecture from the elegant French
Quarter to the Battery districts,
defined by cobblestone streets,
pastel-hued antebellum houses
and secret gardens hidden behind
ornate wrought-iron gates.
On a walking tour, I was privileged
to experience an afternoon of Gullah
singing, cuisine and culture with
a local storyteller focusing on the
importance of the African-American
descendants of the area.
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Famous for its natural beauty, Kiawah
Island is a short drive from downtown
Charleston. The island features maritime
forests, preserved marshes, and rolling
sand dunes along with a resort which
is home to one of the best golf courses
in the state. An afternoon kayaking
along the estuary took me to a sandbar
accessible only from the river to spot
Atlantic bottle-nose dolphins.
Further south I reached the coastal
city of Savannah which rivals Charleston’s
reputation as one of the south’s most
charming towns. Spanish moss-draped
oaks stand majestically over the cobbled
streets, squares and parks of Savannah
like the cover of a great book. An
afternoon spent with a local under the
shade of an oak tree painted the historical
importance of the Girl Scouts founder’s
birthplace alongside Revolutionary and
Civil War historical sites.

Widely regarded as the birthplace of,
and best place to hear jazz, New Orleans
boasts a colourful musical heritage which
spans many genres and styles. I found
myself on Frenchman Street, where
an impromptu curb-side concert was
taking place, the intoxicating notes of a
local trombone player drawing me and
the crowds on the street to enjoy the
experience. Its venues offer an array of
live performances from traditional jazz to
blues, reggae and rock. It’s an absolute
must-do for any music lover and it was a
fabulous end to my culture-fuelled trip to
the Deep South.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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We are putting a spotlight onto destinations
we think should be explored this year.
We’re delighted that the BVIs have bounced back with stylish
aplomb, while old favourites like Greece and Italy are ripe for
a revisit. In Panama there’s a new archipelago to be explored,
while Israel is offering an intriguing alternative to Jordan.
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Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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Islas Secas

Your own private archipelago
We’d like to introduce you to one of the most intriguing openings
of late 2019. An archipelago located 20 miles off the Pacific coast
of Panama is offering explorers a modern-day castaway’s dream.

ALTHOUGH SIMPLE IN CONCEPT,
ISLAS SECAS HAS INCREDIBLE,
FORWARD-THINKING ECO
CREDENTIALS - THE RESORT IS
100% SOLAR-POWERED WITH ZERO
WASTE AND PLASTIC USE. LEAVING
THE ISLANDS OF ITS ARCHIPELAGO
COMPLETELY UNINHABITED HAS A
DUAL PURPOSE: A PLACE OF MINDFUL
CONSERVATION AND SOMEWHERE
FOR GUESTS TO CHECK OUT OF THE
REAL WORLD - AND DISCOVER A
TRUE HIDDEN PARADISE.

The real adventure starts with your
exploration of the uninhabited islands
and little-known national parks by
seaplane, kayak, boat and paddleboard.
Birdwatching is an art with over 50
species sighted across the islands,
including one of Panama’s largest colonies
of frigatebird; and nature-lovers will be
thrilled by the fauna from the delicate
hummingbird to the huge, breaching
humpback whale.

Welcoming just 24 guests at
any time, the 14 islands, scattered
like gems in a jade-green
ocean, are an exotic
playground for adventurous
couples and families.

The four casitas and three tented villas (ranging from
one-bedroom to four) are located on the largest island,
Isla Cavada. Each luxurious hub comes with its own
plunge pool and outdoor deck, making an idyllic base to
discover the pristine environment. Little touches elevate
your experience - thoughtfully placed Panama hats,
woven beach bags and binoculars stand ready for use.

There are also Robinson Crusoe-style
experiences for those who wish to
push their boundaries - spend a full day
exploring the jungle and beaches of
a deserted island (with a luxury picnic
for sustenance), snorkel the protected
waters of the Coiba National Park, or hike
through untamed forests, accompanied
only by the call of exotic animals.
Come home to Isla Cavada and be
replenished by refined castaway food suckling pig, just-plucked-from-the-ocean
lobster, and locally grown vegetables,
served up by Noma-trained chefs.
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Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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THE BVIS
ARE BACK...

P R I VAT E I S L A N D
U P D AT E

GUANA ISLAND
AND NECKER ISLAND
Tropical resorts Guana and Necker Island are
both private islands laden with natural charm,
and these luxurious idylls have reaped benefits
from extensive refurbishments.
Necker Island has reopened and the glorious Great
House has an additional two rooms, plus there’s a
stunning Balinese-style house that has a seascape
panorama. Turtle Beach is looking more beautiful than
ever and kids will be delighted to know there’s a new
sunken trampoline cleverly built into the sand. It’s great
to see Branson’s exclusive yet utterly laid-back retreat
evolve with the times, and for big-group gatherings
Necker Island is still hard to beat.

We’re thrilled to announce that the BVIs are now
officially back in business. After Hurricane Irma
hit the British Virgin Islands in 2017, the islands
have been slowly but surely rebuilding and we’re
delighted to report that they’re better than ever.

With just 18 rooms and accessible only by boat or
helicopter, Guana Island is a more intimate resort with
a stylish, pared-back décor that makes the most of the
tropical colours that surround this sensational island. In
a clever, forward-thinking move, Guana has taken the
step to move much of its infrastructure underground,
leaving a wild untamed island where guests are free to
explore its seven powder-soft beaches or hike through
its lush interior spotting iguanas, flamingos and many
other endemic species that call this paradise home.

PROPERTY

ROSEWOOD
LITTLE DIX BAY
Fifty years ago, conservationist
Laurance Rockefeller discovered
a pristine area of Virgin Gorda
with astonishingly blue seas,
rugged hills backing beautifully
isolated beaches and created
idyllic, eco-pioneering Little Dix.
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After Irma devastated the resort in
2017, a multi-million-dollar renovation
has reinstated the hotel to its former
glory. January 2020 will see the first
guests through the door, enveloped in
warm Caribbean hospitality.
Those familiar with the resort will
recognise its trademark look and
style, but with the addition of newly
designed suites and a stylish open-air
arrival lounge. Rockefeller’s original

treehouses have been rebuilt our favourite is the stilted Tree House
Suite which floats among the palm
trees with a wraparound terrace
and beach view, so you can be
immersed in the encircling nature.
To experience a totally private piece
of paradise, be dropped by boat on
one of Gorda’s many deserted beaches
with a gourmet hamper and chilled
champagne for a day of secluded bliss.

The BVIs are made up of more
than 60 islets and islands, all
scattered amid an aquamarine
Caribbean Sea that benefits
from near-constant trade winds
making the BVIs a mecca for
keen sailors. In fact, the BVI
Spring Regatta is one of the
largest in the Caribbean.
For those that prefer a more
hands-on experience why
not take to the seas on your
own vessel?

Sail in between uninhabited
islands with dazzling white
beaches, discover an underwater
world by snorkelling remote
reefs or drop anchor at buzzy
beach bars or marinas where
glamorous restaurants await.
Chartering a crewed yacht
is ideal for big family gettogethers, where you’ll
all relish the ultimate
wind-in-your-hair freedom.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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T E L

Israel’s holy sites and sacred stories ooze from its ancient landscapes;
while its buzzy cities are drawing in curious travellers eager
to discover them before anybody else does.

A V I V

Welcome to a richly layered city,
which has emerged from its chrysalis
with a burgeoning dining scene amid
Bauhaus-inspired buildings.
Tel Aviv is enjoying a revival with several
new stylish hotel openings – notably
The Jaffa – located in the hip Jaffa
neighbourhood. A former hospital,
the hotel has gloriously high, vaulted
ceilings and retains a sense of its
medieval history among modern,
stylish furnishings, lit by the colour
of its original stained-glass windows.

T H E

N E G E V

We’re citing the Negev Desert
as one of the most dramatic
destinations yet for a Six Senses
hotel – and that’s really saying
something for a brand that’s found
from Bhutan to Bali. Getting there
adds to the experience: travel
by road or helicopter through a
rugged, biblical landscape where
seemingly endless horizons are
rippled by ochre sand dunes.
Hidden in the Arava Valley is Six
Senses Shararut, where suites

O P E N

F O R

D E S E R T
with pools and a sensational
spa are camouflaged into the
cliffs. Views here are startling,
especially the declining sun as
it sets the boundless, honeycomb
sands aflame. Get closer to
the landscape with Six Senses’
sensitive introduction to desert
experiences, walk the dunes,
with a story-telling Bedouin,
camp under pristine starry skies
or take a twilight camel safari.

B U S I N E S S
Access to Israel is easier than ever, with more
major airlines adding direct flights to Tel Aviv
this March. We suggest spending a few days in
the arty capital before heading to the Negev
Desert where the new Six Senses Shaharut
awaits, carved into a dramatic cliff face.
It’s also possible to combine Israel with Jordan,
so you could start your Middle Eastern exploration
discovering the Dead Sea as well as the pink-hued city
of Petra before embarking on a journey into the desert.
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For something different,
we’ve devised an interesting
way to experience Italy’s lakes.
Taking ten days, you’ll drive from
Milan to Venice, and at each
location you have a choice of
where to stay: go traditional
and elegant at one of Italy’s great
hotels, or try something new with

MILAN

L A K E O R TA

Start your journey in Milan, a stylish,
urban hub bursting with Michelinstarred restaurants. Wander around
the 135-spired Gothic duomo or take
a privately guided tour of Da Vinci’s
masterpiece ‘The Last Supper’.

The first stop on your tour of Italy’s
great lakes is at lesser-known Orta,
a lago that shimmers silvery-blue and
contains a mystical island, populated
with ancient churches and monasteries.

Stay one night either at centrally
located Palazzo Parigi for old-school
glamour, balconies with city views and
a soul-soothing spa, or Armani Hotel
Milano for slick minimalist décor and a
sophisticated cocktail bar.

L A K E GA R DA

VENICE

Lago di Como is perhaps the
best known of Italy’s lakes and for
good reason. Its glittering shore
with historic villas encased in greenery
has been a place of respite for royalty
and well-heeled visitors since the
17th century.

Onwards to picturesque Lake Garda,
famed for its crystal-clear waters,
lakeside fortresses and crumbling
Roman ruins hidden within its
forested hills.

You’ll feel like a true Italian now
after a week on the road.

Experience it for yourself either at
the iconic Grand Hotel Tremezzo,
an art nouveau dream of the utmost
luxury, or at cool Il Sereno, with its
pared-back colour palette and chic
infinity pool overlooking Como.

Italy’s
Enamouring
Lakes
Italy is a country that’s
rich with cultural beauty.
Its trio of exquisite food,
world-class wines and
jaw-dropping scenery
make it a popular choice
for sun-seeking visitors.

LAKE COMO

Design-lovers should head to
minimalist eco-hotel Lefay Resort
where a laidback atmosphere is
perfectly in harmony with the wellness
offerings at the spa. Alternatively,
decadent and pastel-hued Grand Hotel
A Villa Feltrinelli may give you a more
conventional experience of Lake Garda
with its unashamed elegance, antiquefurnished bedrooms, immaculate
gardens and Michelin-star restaurant.

Be sure to visit the islands of Burano,
known for its brightly coloured
fishermen’s houses and restaurants
serving seafood, and Murano, famous
for its tradition of glass-making.
In Venice try living like a local in a
private home. Epitomise modern
travelling by renting an apartment in the
centre of Venice – we recommend the
stylish Palazzo Ca’nova, a 17th century
Renaissance palazzo at the mouth of the
Grand Canal. For a more traditional stay,
boutique hotel Ca’Sagredo is filled with
elegant antiques and has a charming
riverside restaurant.

Choose where to spend your two
nights. Villa Crespi, clasped in
greenery and overlooking the lake,
offers Moorish palatial refinement and
an interior that gleams with marble.
By contrast, Casa Fantini provides a
contemporary twist on lakeside living.
Expect clean lines, floor-to-ceiling
windows and a sleek lap pool.

a contemporary, yet no less
luxurious option.

You can even mix-and-match,
making the most of Italy’s
ever-thriving hotel scene.
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HOP THE ISLANDS
O F G R E EC E

PAROS - authentic slow-living Cyclades
Start your two-week trip in Paros, where whitewashed villages, blue-domed churches and pinefringed coves welcome you to an authentic slow-living
Cyclades. You’ll spend three nights at Parilio Hotel,
a striking contemporary hotel built using traditional
white-block architecture. It’s a vision of serenity with
both breeze and light flowing through the hotel.

SIFNOS - sensational seascapes
Arrive by private yacht transfer to sultry Sifnos,
where hazy sunsets slink into the cerulean-blue
Aegean and stars light up unpolluted skies. Soak up
sensational seascapes from your terrace at peaceful
retreat Verina Astra, a clifftop residence with just
seven suites. A short walk brings you to a nearby
Greek village with authentic tavernas, bakeries
and coffee shops that show off Sifnos’ increasingly
foodie inclinations.
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Why stay on one Cyclades island when you could
experience five of them? And with tourists
traditionally drawn to explore popular Santorini
and Mykonos, island hopping could be your
ticket to a peaceful passage through
the lesser-seen Cyclades. Discover
charming hotels, where rural life
remains unchanged for centuries
and dazzling beaches are
devoid of tourists.

MILOS
jade-greens and aquamarines
Onwards to Milos by yacht to spend three nights
enjoying the sensory pleasures of life on an island
where every moment is greeted with jade-greens,
aquamarine blues and pearly whites. Despite
Milos being the place of discovery of the Venus
de Milo statue, it retains a sleepy feel and its
sensational beaches are the main lure. Stay at
chic and sophisticated Milos Cove.

FOLEGANDROS
sugar-cube suites & azure seas
Now’s the time to take slow-lane living down a
further notch. Beautifully unspoilt Folegandros
is tiny - just eight miles long, with a couple of
hundred inhabitants who you’ll share the island
with, alongside rambling, bell-chiming goats. Spend
two nights at stylish hideaway Anemi, where white
sugar-cube suites overlook the azure Aegean Sea.

NAXOS
laidback ambience & superb beaches
Arrive at your last port of call, Naxos, aboard your
own yacht. One of the largest of the Cyclades
islands, Naxos has a laidback ambience and
superb beaches. Naxian Utopia will be your home
for your last three nights. Enjoy a chic, white-onwhite décor, with sun-bleached wood furnishings
and terraces with private pools. If you can drag
yourself away, Naxos has plenty of churches and
monasteries to explore, plus ancient temples
that date back to 535 BC.
31

I N S I D E R

J O U R N E Y :

A GOURMAND’S GUIDE
TO CAPE TOWN

From pop-up markets
serving authentic,
worldwide ‘street food’
to quintessential South
African fare found on a
Bo Kapp neighbourhood
cookery tour, my recent
visit to Cape Town
was punctuated by an
incredible diversity of
tastes each day.
Mornings started with coffee at the
mobile espresso café overlooking
the crashing ocean rollers at Camps
Bay. Lunches ranged from fully
formal settings to ridiculously fresh
farm-shop falafels and dinner could
be at a private members club:
there really is no set pattern aside
from food being local, fresh and
authentic.

2 The Silo

4 T h e C o d fat h e r

The Silo in Cape Town is an
architecturally striking hotel,
offering a contemporary twist
on down-town life.

This unlikely looking restaurant, which wins
the most absurd pun category, is in Camps
Bay and serves some of the best sushi
I have ever experienced and perfectly
cooked fish dishes.

At the more informal Willaston Bar
and in the main Granary Restaurant,
staff will talk through the menu, and
the in-house sommelier will make
recommendations, happily opening
bottles to showcase the subtle
differences. Our dinner turned into
an ad-hoc tasting session complete
with notes, with over a dozen glasses
on the table.

Perennially popular with locals and those inthe-know, The Codfather operates a simple
policy: exceptionally fresh fish, a crisp wine
list and laid-back atmosphere. Choose your
entrée from the sushi conveyor belt before
selecting from the huge range of fish from
the iced counter to have it seasoned and
cooked to order, with a perfectly matched
wine to accompany it.

1 . T h e T e st K i tc h e n
For sheer variety of options in Cape
Town, head to The Old Biscuit Mill
in the trendy Woodstock district,
where you’ll find the revered Test
Kitchen which needs booking
months in advance.

Cape Town is well regarded as the gastronomic
heartland of Africa with a vibrant foodie scene
surrounded by the beautiful Winelands.
Our Africa specialist Ben Oxley-Brown
reports back from his epicurean exploration.
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Offering a theatrical experience,
food takes centre stage with global
gastronomic inspiration, and meals
are served in two unique rooms.
The Dark Room (think luxe ski vibe)
serves distinctive small bites in
darkness, heightening your sense
of taste before emerging into the
Light Room, a semi-industrial but
buzzy restaurant where I enjoyed
the remainder of the tasting menu.
My Dark Room favourites included
Ethiopian Berber curry, Mauritian
coconut langoustine and Korean
Ssam Jang. Light room fare was
eland (local oryx) carpaccio, butter
poached kingklip and scallops
with a Cape Malay sabayon.

3 Kloof Street House

5 T h e S tac k

Set back from the bustle of the road,
Kloof Street House, with its exotic
jungle courtyard garden to the front
and quirky interiors, is a place that has
stamped its individuality on dining.

Located at the foot of Table Mountain
is The Stack private members club. Set
within an impressive lattice-balconied
house and approached by torch-lit path,
The Stack is the last word in effortless
cool without any need to justify its
aspirations of topping the destination
list in town.

The trailing grape vines hang enticingly
over the terrace and the food mirrors
the shift between town and jungle with
classic dishes infused with an edge;
and a drinks list that runs to pages.
What I didn’t expect to find was a
menu offering light bites right through
to deep rich dishes such as shin of
beef cooked with smoked marrow
fat in gravy mopped up with chunks
of sourdough.

We are able to reserve you a table at
this culinary masterpiece where the
artwork and bold decor dominate. I
started at the bar where cocktails are
created with alchemy – tasting whisky
sours infused with the smoke of burnt
orange zest and a bracingly fresh
botanical gin with tonic supported by a
generous platter of charcuterie. Dining
in the adjoining room, the atmosphere
continues in a similar vein with solid
favourites and wine pairings to match.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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A
W A L K
O N
T H E
WILd SIDE
THE ULTIMATE IN BRAGGING RIGHTS
W h i t e D e s e r t S a fa r i ,
A n ta r c t i c a
A journey with White Desert to the
icy wilderness of Antarctica is bound
to be indelibly seared on your memory.
Waves of sparkling glaciers, icebergflanked rivers, wind-sculpted snow
shelves and polar ice caps characterise
this remote region, where human
habitation is rarely seen.

In our busy, connected lives we rarely have the opportunity to step out into an
open space and simply breathe. So, we’ve scoured the globe to bring you the best
spots to escape. Although human habitation is scarce, you won’t be alone.
In these wildly beautiful and remote areas, some of the rarest animals reside,
providing you with privileged stop-and-stare moments. So, take a walk on the
wild side and see the planet at its purest.
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With absolute respect to this raw and
elemental environment, White Desert
provide a totally carbon-neutral discovery.
Even better, you won’t need to rough it
as our predecessor explorers did, you’ll
visit Antarctica in absolute comfort and
style, discovering areas untouched by
the cruise ships.

6,000 strong colony take its first steps,
ski down pristine mountains or embrace
your inner child by tobogganing. An
epic exploration to the South Pole is
also on the agenda, and when you get
there champagne will be waiting,
chilled of course.
At the end of an adventure-filled day,
you will be amazed at the unfeasible
level of luxury, despite your remote,
inhospitable location. The fibreglass
pods at Whichaway Camp are sheer
dens of style.

Arriving on a private Gulfstream jet
from Cape Town in a mere five and a
half hours, venturing into the interior of
this last great wilderness will make you
catch your breath. Here you’ll have the
opportunity to walk through smooth ice
caverns, glowing purple in the daylight,
witness an emperor penguin chick from a
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WORKING WITH WOLVES
Pousada Trijunção,
Brazil
UNTAMED AND UNCHARTED
True North, Papua New Guinea

Last year saw the opening of Pousada Trijunção,
a seven-room estancia in the heart of Brazil’s great
savannah, the Cerrado, thought to be the world’s
richest in biodiversity.
Located at the junction of three of Brazil’s states, the
lodge offers unparalleled opportunities to see a range
of wildlife, including 210 bird species, jaguars, black
panthers, pumas and giant anteaters. Explore the
landscape by mountain bike, kayak around the tranquil
lagoon or head out on a guided night drive to see
alligators and armadillos.
Wildlife-lovers should take note that at Trijunção you
can admire the red-gold fur and distinctive gait of the
rare and endangered maned wolf, known as one of the
most emblematic sights of the Cerrado. The estancia
works in partnership with an NGO to help preserve the
wolf and you can visit the project and have a privileged
opportunity to work alongside researchers - not just to
see but to help the largest dog native to South America.
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Come to Papua New Guinea and be
introduced to a beautiful exoticism
rarely seen elsewhere. Containing the
last unbroken stretch of rainforest
aside from the Amazon and the Congo,
Papua New Guinea is also home to a
multitude of tribes - and a staggering
850 languages are spoken here.

For wildlife lovers, the star attraction
is the bird of paradise and 38 of the
world’s 43 known species are found
here. On jungle walks you’ll seek this
colourful bird, alongside parrots,
hornbills and wild fowl. The forests flit
with vast, rare butterflies and you may
even see the reclusive tree kangaroo.

On a True North cruise, you’ll explore
the mystical islands that make up
PNG, many untouched by modern life.
Turning the very notion of a cruise on its
head, True North acts as an ‘adventure
platform’ delivering you into the very
heart of the wilderness. Using smaller,
shallower vessels with the addition of an
on-board helicopter and six adventure
boats, you will come face-to-face with
tribes, explore volcano-topped islands,
and dive seldom-seen barrier reefs.

Below the surface of the water, a whole
new world awaits. Sailing with True
North means access to some of the
world’s few remaining pristine coral
reefs. Visibility here is remarkable – up
to 40 metres – and fish are abundant;
watch in wonder as schools of grey reef
sharks, trevally, tuna and turtles drift
past. Papua New Guinea gives a new
definition to eye-opening.
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A DIFFERENT ENCOUNTER
WITH THE WILD
Miavana
Mysterious Madagascar has always danced
to its own beat. Having broken off from
India (not Africa) millions of years ago, it
was first populated by voyagers from
Borneo, then millennia later by Africans
who sailed across the Mozambique channel,
followed by the French.
This gives it a blended, otherworldly
quality where culture revolves around
spirits, rituals and taboos held dear by
the Malagasy; with wildlife that seems
totally untouched. Electric-blue butterflies
come as big as your hand, fingernail-sized
chameleons change colour before you, and
wide-eyed lemurs ramble through
lush tropical rainforest.

BAREFOOT-LUXE ISLAND
CASTAWAY
Miavana,
Madagascar
Designed by the same team who created
tropical fantasy North Island
in the Seychelles, Miavana, located
on remote Nosy Ankao island off
north-eastern Madagascar, has the
same jaw-dropping wow-factor.
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Occupying a private island, the resort’s
beachfront villas spill out on to white
sands lapped by azure water. Spot
crowned lemurs in the humid forest,
watch turtles nest on deserted beaches
and see whales just offshore. There’s
also a chance to take adventure
further. Hop in a helicopter to the
Madagascan mainland and see ring tail
lemurs, dancing sifikas and the cat-like
fossa among pristine nature including
mangroves, mountains, limestone cliffs
and underground caves. For the ultimate
beach retreat and the opportunity to
see wildlife like no other, Miavana is
truly one-of-a-kind.
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REBIRTH OF
AFRICA’S EDEN
Gorongosa,
Mozambique
At the southern end of Africa’s Great Rift Valley,
Gorongosa was once considered a wildlife paradise.
Back in its 70s heyday, it was frequented by glamorous
celebrities and its animal populations were plentiful and
healthy. Then with civil war came the decimation of this
beautiful park and most of its animals. The story seemed
over for Gorongosa but in 2008, American entrepreneur
and philanthropist Greg Carr became instrumental in
funding the Gorongosa Restoration Project.
This is likely to be considered one of Africa’s greatest
wildlife restoration stories. Thanks to the project as well
as the input of local communities, conservationists and
international teams of scientists, the park’s one million
acres of savannahs, rain forests, gorges, caves, lakes, rivers,
waterfalls and grasslands are home now to over a 100,000
large animals – or as Carr puts it ‘a sea of wildlife’. We can’t
wait to visit again as we know that this will be the perfect
combination to Mozambique’s porcelain-white beaches
and rich Indian Ocean coral reefs for those who want true
contrast, incredible wildlife and an off-the-beaten-track
holiday of a lifetime. You’ll feel utterly privileged to witness
the regeneration of Gorongosa.

W H E R E T O S TAY :
R O YA L G O R O N G O S A
PART OF THE ROYAL
PORTFOLIO COLLECTION
OPENING IN 2020.
An exclusive tented camp situated in the
eastern part of Gorongosa National Park
has just eight immaculately styled luxury
tents with private plunge pools. Each is
uniquely decorated by Liz Biden with
luxurious fabrics and missanda wood,
echoing the halcyon days of the 1970s
when celebrities such as John Wayne,
Joan Crawford and Gregory Peck visited.

MUZIMU CAMP
OPENING IN 2020
Located on the Mussicadzi River,
Muzimu Camp is gently integrated
within the surrounding vegetation
to promote minimal impact and to
blend in with the riverine trees.
Stylish, well-appointed tents are
positioned on elevated decks.
A strong thread of authenticity
spreads throughout the camp,
enhancing the colours and flavours of
Mozambique's rich culture and cuisine.
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JOURNEY TO THE
EDGE OF THE WORLD
THE CANADIAN Arctic
One of the few true wilderness
places where animals can thrive
unencumbered by human interference,
the Canadian Arctic is a vast and wild
region. From walking with polar bears
to kayaking with beluga whales, it’s made
for exploration. Wildlife-lovers, photographyenthusiasts and those with an adventurous
spirit will be drawn to a huge range of
experiences played out on the icy tundra.
Fly into Winnipeg, Canada before being
transferred to your sub-Arctic playground
alongside the Hudson River. Get ready for
some astounding sights - follow the reindeer
migration on the edge of the Hudson, see
beluga whales breach in the bay and rise up
in a hot air balloon for a vantage across the
staggering ice-capped landscapes.

W H E R E T O S TAY :

Or venture even further north into the
Arctic Circle where you can not only see
Nunavut’s polar bears, grizzlies and Arctic
wolves, but also seek the elusive narwhal
and learn more about the incredible Inuit
culture. The Arctic is one of the least
populated places on earth and a unique
and fragile ecosystem - see it while you can.
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SEAL RIVER
H E R I TA G E L O D G E

A R C T I C WAT C H
WILDERNESS LODGE

Just arriving at Seal River Heritage Lodge
provides photo opportunities as caribou
and polar bears are seen from the plane.
Explore the surroundings with guides
including biologists and polar bear experts
who bring the unique wildlife experiences
to life. Back at the lodge, relax by picture
windows and cosy fireplaces, with food
so good they have their own cookbook.

The most northerly lodge in the world,
Arctic Watch is located by the worldclass beluga whale observation site on
Somerset Island in Nunavut, some 500
miles north of the Arctic Circle. Despite its
utter remoteness the lodge is homely and
comfortable and with 24 hours of daylight,
there are guided opportunities for diverse
adventure activities and extraordinary
polar photography.
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STOUT BOOTS
REQUIRED

THE PLACE OF ELEPHANTS

Gonarezhou,
ZimbabwE

Ruaha,
Tanzania

Gonarezhou - or ‘The Place of Elephants’
- is an apt name for a reserve that’s home
to almost 11,000 pachyderms, one of
the highest densities of these animals
on the African continent. It’s hard to
comprehend the size of this last great
wilderness area.

One of East Africa’s best kept
secrets, Ruaha is a vast untouched
wilderness with a staggering
ecosystem.
About the same size as Wales,
this under-the-radar destination
is the second largest national park
in Africa, and with the Udzungwa
Mountain range cutting this
tract of wilderness off from
casual tourists, only serious
safari-seekers come this way.
Those that do are in for a rare
treat. Big game is a huge draw
and the predators are voracious,
including a huge population of lion
that specialise in hunting giraffe.
Ruaha is also home to a large
variety of antelope, oribi, eland,
kudu and sable which you are
unlikely to see elsewhere in East
Africa. The best way to experience
the arid landscapes of Ruaha is by
walking safari. The lack of tourists
or vehicles means you can enjoy
an untamed Africa where animals
live only by nature’s rules. To track
the elusive wild dog, you’ll pass by
giant thousand-year-old baobab
trees, walk between escarpments
and follow ancient dry sand rivers.
As dusk falls hear the performance
of African theatre come to life,
leopards rasp and lions roar.
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W H E R E T O S TAY :

JA BA L I R I D G E

IKUKA

High on an outcrop, Jabali Ridge is an
excellent vantage point for overlooking
palms and baobabs rising from the
African landscape and across to the
Mwagusi River. Camouflaged within the
boulders are eight romantic suites, and
Jabali private house is great for families;
both designed with chic flair, providing
endless views from their private decks.

Owned and run by safari experts, Ikuka’s
six open-sided rooms are strung out along
an escarpment providing panoramic
vistas of the wilderness beyond. This is a
small and intimate camp where you can
expect sumptuous detailing along with
exceptional service and guiding, plus the
added opportunity to explore the bush on
foot via a walking safari.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

W H E R E T O S TAY :
Along with Kruger in South Africa and
Limpopo in Mozambique, Gonarezhou
forms part of the Great Limpopo
Transfrontier ‘Peace Park’ where
animals roam freely between each of
these sanctuaries. But unlike Kruger,
few visitors have experienced its rocky
gorges, waterfalls and meandering rivers
- or sensed the elicit wonder of the pink
and terracotta Chilojo Cliffs, a defining
feature of this raw and untouched wildlife
paradise. The floodplains and forests
of mopane and giant baobabs are home
to 150 mammal species including a
staggering number of African wild
dogs, as well as 400 bird species
among which are Pel’s fishing owls and
spoonbills attracted to the lily-strewn
pans. This big chunk of wild Africa can
be explored without seeing another
soul and you can opt to stay at a simple
mobile tented camp, an eco-safari
lodge or a top-end retreat – the grand
sum of the accommodation options,
as diverse as the land on which they lie.

S I N G I TA PA M U S H A N A

CHILO GORGE

Set high among dramatic boulders,
Singita Pamushana brings über levels
of luxury to Zimbabwe. The lodge is
situated in its own private reserve
bordering Gonarezhou with nine
thatched local Shangaan design pool
villas, each with views of the emerald
Malilangwe Dam where you see
elephants come to drink and swim.

Founded by award-winning conservationist
Clive Stockil, Chilo Gorge is a warm,
welcoming lodge with all the creature
comforts of home while retaining a wild
atmosphere. Overlooking the Save River, it
serves as a great base to explore the park,
plus the spectacular Chilojo Cliffs by way
of the Chilojo Adventurer, an exceptional
three night sleep-out safari.
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I N S I D E R

J O U R N E Y :

Leave your preconceived
ideas and misconceptions
behind and Colombia will
exceed all expectations.
Colombia is strikingly diverse
- cosmopolitan cities juxtapose
with savannah wetlands, and
lush green coffee plantations
sit up against snow-capped
mountains.
Sarah Parker visited this South
American jewel for the first
time and discovered a country
bursting with energy, full of soul
and lacking in stereotypes borne
from a chequered past.
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M o u n ta i n H i g h

C o o l C a p i ta l

C a r i b b e a n C a r ta g e n a

Capital city Bogota is fast becoming South America’s ‘Next
Capital of Cool’ as dubbed by Forbes magazine, and with its
burgeoning restaurant and art scene it’s easy to see why. I
stepped out on to the streets with engaging local art specialist
Angelina for a day exploring the city, meeting with collectors
and artists. Lunch was at the not-to-be-missed ‘Prudencia’ in
colonial La Candelaria for white bean hummus, followed by
lomo de res (beef tenderloin) and an oyster-mushroom aioli.

The walled old city of Cartagena, on Colombia’s north
coast with views of the Caribbean Sea, is one of the
best-preserved colonial towns in Latin America. I spent a
day walking the cobbled streets of the historical centre, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site, admiring the iconic plazas,
cathedrals and colourful houses, learning about Spanish
colonisation and pirate sieges. As night fell, I put on my
dancing shoes and learnt to salsa with the locals. I also
experienced a rum tasting with the fascinating Noah, a chemist
and historian, and highly recommend dinner at stylish Lobo de
Mar to savour squid ink croquettes and pork belly risotto.

High in the cloud forest of the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta, the world’s
second highest coastal mountain range,
is Casa Galavanta, a lodge that allows a
rare disconnect from the modern world.
Sunrise yoga surrounded by nature at
1,500 metres above sea level and daily
treks lasting for six to eight hours left
me with a sense of calm and rejuvenation.
Bird lovers are in for a treat here with
628 bird species to be found in this
biodiverse region.

Wild Times

Medellin On The Up
I found Medellin, known as The City of Eternal Spring due to its
idyllic climate and vivid green landscape, a delight. This city has
left its drug-related violence firmly in the past and transformed
itself with quirky cafes, designer boutiques and trendy
neighbourhoods. Medellin is the birthplace of Colombia’s iconic
artist Fernando Botero and it was a pleasure to wander around
Plaza Botero gazing at his voluptuous sculptures.
A highlight was a walking tour of Communa 13 with local rapper
Ciro who engaged us about the barrio’s complicated past while
showing us the progression of the community. I found it moving
to see the strength of a new generation channelling their
energies for positive change.
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C o f f e e C u lt u r e
I revelled in my time in the coffee region with Pedro, hiking
the Valle del Cocora with its striking wax palm trees and
unique paramo ecosystem. I then explored the quaint
colonial towns of Salento and Filandia with their picturesque
streets, opportunities for numerous Colombian coffee
stops, and encircling Andean life and culture. Participating
in the traditional game of Tejo which includes iron balls and
gunpowder targets was surprisingly competitive.

Three days on safari, deep in the Los Llanos
region of Orinoquia was a highlight with its
savannahs covered with flooded grasslands,
lush forests and wild rivers. Corocora is
a luxury tented wildlife camp in a private
9,000-hectare reserve which is home to
capybaras, puma, jaguar, giant anteater
and more than 200 bird species. It is also a
natural habitat for the infamous anaconda.
The best way to experience Corocora is
on horseback. The Llaneros ponies may be
slight in stature but they certainly punch
above their weight. Lasting memories
include riding with the wonderful Don
Alvero and his incredible team of Llanero
(Colombian cowboys) and herding cattle
through the wetland savannah. Colombia
is a country with a complicated past but
a very bright future.
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A H O P AWAY
CHIC RETREAT - L ILY OF THE
VAL L EY, SAINT TROP EZ, FRAN CE

What better way to start
2020 than to head off for a
rejuvenating recharge?
The start of a new decade
could be the perfect
time to begin a quest for
invigoration.

Saint Tropez has long been known for its
hedonistic pleasures, and now a new hotel
aims to provide wellness-seekers and
the partied-out glitterati with a seriously
soothing place to replenish the soul.
Located in the quiet, authentic village
of La Croix-Valmer, Lily of the Valley has
the advantage of being just 50 metres
from Gigaro beach, considered to be
one of the prettiest in the area. Clever
Phillipe Starck-designed interiors mean
the modern hotel melds gloriously into

its flourishing gardens and rustic-luxe
suites have views onto the sparkling
Cote D’Azur.
The ‘wellness village’ extends to an
impressive 2,000 square metres, with a
huge hammam, snow shower and on-site
naturopaths. And although guests come
here to enrol in wellness programmes
for anything from quitting smoking, yoga
fitness or ‘new mum’ wellbeing, partaking
of lightly blushed rosé and superb
French food is thankfully encouraged.

S O U L - S O O T H I N G S PA S
A dedicated spa hotel is the
perfect way to banish winter
blues and boost body and mind.
See below for a long-haul
and short-haul option from
our spa portfolio.

FAR
FLUNG

MAYAN MARVEL CHABLÉ MARO MA , MEXICO

From the outside, Chablé Maroma is a
striking resort, set on a lesser-explored
blindingly white Mayan Riviera beach.
Thatched casitas are dotted amid jungle,
each with a turquoise-tiled private pool,
and nearby oversized daybeds invite
afternoon siestas. On the beach, azure
waters meet silky sand and plates of
ceviche matched with zesty margaritas
give you a taste of Mexico.
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But step into the spa and you’ll feel the
atmospheric presence of Mayan culture.
Enter past the sacred ceiba trees and delve
into a world of ancient rituals. This is the place
to bring a spa-loving partner to begin a wellness
journey together. Detox in a pre-Hispanic
temazcal (sauna), have a healing ceremony with
a shaman and enjoy a Mayan-style massage with
herb compresses. Afterwards, the aquamarine
Caribbean Sea beckons – relax and re-tox
on the beach with a mezcal cocktail.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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W E L L N E S S
W O N D E R S
Whether it’s a top-to-toe overhaul, a body
and mind re-set, or a get-away-from-it-all
detox, a wellness break could be the
ultimate treat to yourself.
Read on for our pick of the best
rejuvenation-focused recommendations.

2

WELLNESS HIGHS

A N A N D A I N T H E H I M A L AYA S , I N D I A

Along with its lofty location in the
foothills of the Himalayas, restored
Maharaja’s palace Ananda has sky-high
accolades, including a Conde Nast
Traveller award as the number one
destination spa in the world. Guests
travel from afar to experience this
hallowed retreat, cocooned above
Rishikesh, known as the birthplace of
yoga. Views pan over the Ganges, and
the surrounding sal forests provide
the cleanest air you’ll ever breathe.

Be greeted by warm smiles and
white kurta pyjamas, which replace
Western clothing, and a consultation
with an Ayurvedic doctor will analyse
your goals before embarking on an
immersive programme. Most seek
spiritual perspective through the
balance of holistic therapy by a raft of
gurus, yogis and healers and everyone
leaves feeling as light as the clouds
that caress the Himalayas.

3

1
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As you descend towards Velaa, you’ll
have the first of many jaw-dropping
moments as the turquoise-rimmed
island shimmers into view. Meet your
butler who will facilitate your every
wish, so you can concentrate on your
journey of rejuvenation. Your huge
over-water villa will immediately destress with its endless ocean panorama,
circular free-standing tub and sundeck
with private pool.
However, the spa is where the
real reawakening occurs.

M E D I T E R R AN E AN B L I S S

E U P H O R I A R E T R E AT, G R E E C E

Just a short flight away and you
could see yourself checking in to
appropriately named Euphoria
Retreat - a spa hotel set on the
remotely beautiful Peloponnese
Peninsula. At this peaceful retreat,
holistic programmes are based on
the Greek philosophy of Ef Zin –
the Mediterranean art of living
well with guests’ goals ranging
from weight loss and detox to
mindfulness. Its stunning location
built into the craggy Mount
Taygetus means hikes and yoga
amid citrus groves, fir trees and
archaeological ruins help with
mental and physical wellbeing.

The cutting-edge spa is
set over four floors, with
an intimate, cocooning
atmosphere. The meeting
between holistic wellness
and high-tech ensures great
results - saunas have infra
red to moderate the body’s
temperature, a hydrotherapy
pod aims to rebalance,
purposely created spaces
encourage meditation, and
medical practitioners are on
hand to tailor your spa journey.
Succumb to Euphoria and
feel your stresses slide away.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

PA R A D I S E F O U N D

V E L A A P R I VAT E I S L A N D , M A L D I V E S

4

Thatched cabins hover over
aquamarine waters and within is a
sauna, steam and a snow room (the
first of its kind in the Maldives), plus
a womb-like snooze pod. Although
designed with relaxation in mind, the
spa provides state-of-the-art therapies
including DNA profiling. By unlocking
your genetics, skilled professionals can
analyse your lifestyle, creating goals
that are unique to you. Become the
best version of yourself.

A S I A N N I R VA N A

K A M A L AYA , K O H S A M U I , T H A I L A N D

Known as the jewel in the crown of
Asian spa hotels, there’s a reason why
devotees return again and again to
Kamalaya, located on Koh Samui. Warm
tropical hospitality welcomes you to a
foliage-clad resort, perched above a
white-sand beach overlooking the Gulf
of Thailand. It’s a nurturing place which
equally suits wellness-seekers to those
looking for a spiritual, soul-searching
break, or guests who’ve experienced an
emotional life change. The combination

of luxurious villas, uplifting ocean views
and top-level therapists, Ayurvedic
doctors, acupuncturists, yogis and
gurus is an intoxicating mix. Centred
around a monk’s cave that once served
as a place of meditation for Buddhists,
the calm spa is the starting point
for tailored wellness programmes
which merge science and spirituality.
Treatments leave you glowing and
totally re-calibrated, and even better,
a glorious Thai beach awaits.
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MASTER
A NEW
SKILL
With the rise of experiential travel,
coming home armed with new skills
makes holidays much more worthwhile.
Read on for our ideas of how to
enrich your precious time off.

1

Cook Like an Italian
Castello di Ugento, Italy
On the southernmost tip of
Puglia lies a 1,000-year-old
castle, steeped in ancient
history that flows out of its
lovingly restored towers,
frescos and intricate stonework,
thanks to the d’Amore family,
who have owned the castle
for 375 years. But within the
castello’s old storehouse - a
vaulted, cavernous space - is
a modern, gleaming cookery
school, filled with top-of-therange equipment. Guests
have the chance to enrol on
a course to learn the ancient
art of Puglian cookery from
professional chefs.
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Classes usually start with a
trip to the market or the 18th
century walled garden within
the castle grounds with tips
on how to select the best
produce from peppers to
broad beans, and end with
the lunch you’ll prepare under
the chef’s careful tutelage.
Popular dishes include Tria e
Ciciari (a delicious chickpea
pasta) and tomato-topped
focaccia. Come home ready
to show off your prowess from
your truly authentic culinary
adventure.

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

2

Play Polo Like a Local
La Bamba de Areco, Argentina
Built in the early 19th
century, La Bamba de Areco
is one of the oldest estancias
in Argentina, conveniently
located a mere 120km from
Buenos Aires, in the heart
of the Pampas. Its dark-red
walls and tree-lined avenues
are imbued with gaucho
culture, and there are few
better places to watch
the ancient art of horse
whispering and learn about
the lives of cowboys.
La Bamba is also the base
for the international polo
team that bears its name.

The property boasts
two polo fields and it’s all
too easy to while away a
morning watching games
and practise sessions,
chatting to players between
chukkas. If you’re an
experienced rider, you
can even learn the game
yourself with a lesson at a
nearby polo school. There
are plenty of opportunities
to refuel at La Bamba – from
al fresco breakfasts and
fresh empanadas brought
around at midday, to huge
lunchtime asados (BBQs)
and fine-dining dinners.

3

Discover an Underwater World
Alphonse Island, Seychelles
Do you long to descend under the
water, breathing as if by magic, floating
past neon coral gardens, turtles and rays?
Make 2020 the year you try something
new – and the warm, clear-as-gin Seychelles
waters are the ideal place to learn to scuba
dive. Stay at stunning Alphonse Island where
a gorgeous new four-bedroom beachside
villa awaits, so you can share your subaquatic
adventure with family or a group of friends.
Even better, Blue Safari are some of the best
instructors in the industry.

Start at the PADI-accredited dive
centre to begin your Open Water
course, a certification which will allow
you to dive all over the world.
You’ll explore a variety of dive sites
including wreck dives, impressive walls
and swim-through caves; and excellent
visibility means you’ll spot an abundance
of species including moray eels, hawksbill
turtles, reef sharks and an array of delicate
nudibranchs. Watch as your world opens
up, and diving becomes a way of life.
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I N S I D E R

J O U R N E Y :

T H E B AWA H
WOW- FAC TO R

Personal Travel Designer
Stephanie Carthy travelled to
Bawah Reserve. On paper it
looks like an idyllic paradise –
what was Steph’s verdict?

Paradise Found
Getting to Bawah Reserve, located in the Anambas
Archipelago is all part of the adventure, especially the last
leg. A 90-minute flight on a private amphibious aircraft gave
us an incredible perspective of the six picturesque islands
that make up Bawah Reserve, enveloped by three sapphire
lagoons and an astonishing 13 beaches. From our bird’s eye
view it was already clear how pristine Bawah is – translucent
waters and no over built habitation - a hidden paradise.

Settling In
Choosing to stay in a beachside bungalow
(although there is overwater, jungle or
garden accommodation too) meant a
more private abode, nestled in foliage
which opened out on to its own perfect
section of beach. The design is very
natural with lots of bamboo used as it’s
natively grown and easily replenishable,
very much in keeping with the resort’s
high sustainability standards. Thoughtful
touches in the room included snorkelling
gear, cotton ponchos, beach bags, sun
hats and flip flops - it really feels as though
they’ve thought about how to enhance
the guest experience.

It was lovely to wander down the
gorgeous beach to The Boat House,
where swing chairs hang invitingly, a
perfect spot for a sandy-toes lunch. The
food is excellent, highlights are mahi-mahi
ceviche, mouth-watering Indonesian
specialities such as Nasi Goreng plus an
innovative goat’s cheese magnum which
was out of this world. All food is included
in your room rate so your holiday is
guaranteed to be stress-free.

B awa h H i g h l i g h t s
The resort’s eco credentials are sky-high
and it was inspiring to see their light
footprint throughout the resort from
driftwood furniture, usage of solar energy,
water re-use and the Bawah Foundation
which helps channel funds back into
the community.
The spa was a temple to tropical wellness
and with a treatment included in your
stay every day, there’s no reason not to
completely succumb to it. Treatments
range from sea salt scrubs to massages
with locally sourced Ayurvedic oils.
Bawah’s lovely staff really focus on the
little details too - including making sure
my favourite ice-cream was waiting
for me after my treatment.
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It was easy to get around and explore the
island. Just metres from the beachfront
bungalows is the clear-as-gin sea, full of
parrotfish, clownfish and turtles. There’s a
breathtaking lookout point which you can
get to via jungle bursting with butterflies,
lizards and ancient trees. See-through
kayaks were also available to paddle to
the nearby islands of the archipelago or
you can join one of the daily guided trips
to the outer reef.

The Verdict
Bawah Reserve is a firm favourite.
Although just 90 minutes by seaplane
from Singapore, the location is remote,
exclusive and utterly beautiful, and feels
very private. It’s an off-grid tropical fantasy
done in the utmost ‘barefoot’
taste. I’d go back in a heartbeat.
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As a small personal travel company
looking after an exclusive number
of clients, we put you at the heart of
everything we do. We carefully craft
each trip to your exact wishes, adding
above-and-beyond extras to create
extraordinary travel experiences.

Bailey Robinson are proud to be part of the RBR Group whose shared aims are to provide you with
the very best, from tailormade holidays on every continent to outstanding field sports experiences.
The RBR Group has evolved over 25 years and each company is united in providing the highest
levels of customer service and delivering excellence in all they do.

We get to know you before
designing your holiday, offering
genuine and unbiased opinions.
We’re not tied to any particular hotel
or destination; our sole purpose is
to match you with an exceptional
holiday that suits you perfectly.

We pride ourselves on our
extra-mile service and continual
support. From arranging private
chefs, nannies and unexpected
surprises to that emergency flight
divert, we’re here when you
need us to be.

O UR TE A M
Our passionate team has over 180
years collective experience and an
in-depth, first-hand knowledge of
the destinations that we cover.

With unrivalled knowledge of every topclass fishing destination, the Roxtons
team have managed lodges, operated
rivers and opened up new destinations
and have true expertise in the field.
For the discerning gun, Roxtons offer
expert, independent advice and can
provide access to the world’s best
and most exclusive shooting estates.
Whether you are a seasoned master
or looking to get into the sport for the
first time you will be well looked after.

www.roxtons.com
t: +44 (0)1488 689 701
e: info@roxtons.com
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Six time Olympic coach, Ian is widely
regarded as one of the world’s top
shots and his purpose built clay ground
is among the finest clay shooting
establishments in the UK. Set in the
Gloucestershire countryside, it is
ideal for individual practice or expert
and friendly tuition and the variety
of shooting offered is perfect for
beginners, aspiring Olympians or
a corporate day out.
The ground is also home to The Ian
Coley Gun Room, which houses one
of the largest selections of quality new
and second-hand guns in the UK.

www.iancoley.co.uk
t: +44 (0)1242 870 391
e: info@iancoley.co.uk

Real Holidays have been creating a
diverse range of holiday experiences
since 1989. From independent fly-drives
and active family holidays to relaxing
beach breaks and guided cultural
explorations - each holiday is brought
to life by the small team of Islingtonbased travel experts.
Using their first-hand destination
experience and knowledge,
Real Holidays provide authentic
experiences and inspiring travel
ideas to Europe and beyond. Priding
themselves on honesty and integrity,
their success is based on long-standing
relationships with customers and
local contacts.

www.realholidays.co.uk
t: +44 (0)20 7359 3938
e: info@realholidays.co.uk

wilddogdesign.co.uk

Since 1976 Roxtons has built a
reputation for arranging the finest
fishing and shooting holidays.
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